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ABSTRACT 
Social navigation is a promising approach for supporting privacy 
and security management. By aggregating and presenting the 
choices made by others, social navigation systems can provide 
users with easily understandable guidance on security and privacy 
decisions, rather than requiring that they understand low-level 
technical details in order to make informed decisions.  We have 
developed two prototype systems to explore how social navigation 
can help users manage their privacy and security. The Acumen 
system employs social navigation to address a common privacy 
activity, managing Internet cookies, and the Bonfire system uses 
social navigation to help users manage their personal firewall. Our 
experiences with Acumen and Bonfire suggest that, despite the 
promise of social navigation, there are significant challenges in 
applying these techniques to the domains of end-user privacy and 
security management. Due to features of these domains, 
individuals may misuse community data when making decisions, 
leading to incorrect individual decisions, inaccurate community 
data, and “herding” behavior that is an example of what 
economists term an informational cascade. By understanding this 
phenomenon in these terms, we develop and present two general 
approaches for mitigating herding in social navigation systems 
that support end-user security and privacy management, 
mitigation via algorithms and mitigation via user interaction. 
Mitigation via user interaction is a novel and promising approach 
to mitigating cascades in social navigation systems. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
H5.3 [Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI)]: 
Group and Organizational Interfaces - collaborative computing, 
theory and models. K4.1 [Computers and Society]: Public Policy 
Issues – privacy. 

General Terms 
Design, Human Factors. 

Keywords 
Acumen, Bonfire, social navigation, herding, informational 
cascades, end-user privacy and security, decision making. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
A social navigation system is a collaborative computing system 

that collects and aggregates behaviors, decisions, or opinions from 
a user community and displays this information to individuals to 
guide their behavior or inform their decision making [14]. There 
has been substantial research in social navigation systems [27], 
and researchers have applied social navigation systems to many 
diverse domains [26, 36, 44, 48, 53].  

Social navigation systems, however, are not just of academic 
interest; social navigation systems are an integral component of 
numerous businesses, pointing users toward highly rated posts on 
discussion forums, frequently downloaded recipes in an online 
cookbook, and recommendations for songs that a user may be 
interested in purchasing from an online store. Many highly 
popular websites use social navigation systems either as a primary 
or complementary component of their site, including the online 
store Amazon, the technology news and discussion website 
Slashdot, and the websites for the news organizations BBC and 
The New York Times. 

Social navigation is a promising approach for supporting end-user 
privacy and security management. Since many users are 
unmotivated to manage their privacy and security [16, 54] and do 
not understand the technical issues associated with privacy and 
security management [22, 46], social navigation systems can 
provide a new, simpler approach to informed decision making. 
For example, since prior research has shown that users often 
prefer to delegate privacy and security management to others [16], 
social navigation can provide for such delegation: a user that is 
unsure about how to manage his privacy or security can simply 
choose to follow the community’s majority decision. 

We have developed two prototype systems to explore how social 
navigation can help users manage their privacy and security. The 
Acumen system employs social navigation for privacy 
management; Acumen helps individuals manage their Internet 
cookies both manually and automatically based on the behavior of 
others [20]. The Bonfire system uses social navigation for security 
management; Bonfire is a personal firewall that uses multiple 
types of social navigation data to help users make firewall 
management decisions. 

Our experiences with Acumen and Bonfire suggest that, despite 
the promise of social navigation in security and privacy 
applications, there are significant challenges in applying the 
technique in these domains. In particular, due to the types of 
decisions and general lack of expertise among users in these 
domains, individuals may make incorrect inferences from a social 
navigation system’s community data and misuse community data 
when making decisions. These incorrect inferences and misuse of 
community data can lead to incorrect individual decisions, 
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inaccurate community data, and “herding” behavior in which a 
community consensus builds for an incorrect decision. 

These challenges serve as the motivation for this paper. We argue 
that these challenges are due to informational cascades that can 
arise in these systems. Informational cascades are an economic 
concept and the subject of considerable research; cascades occur 
when individuals, faced with a decision, ignore their own 
information and choose to go with the majority decision, thereby 
creating a herd or cascade [4, 6, 52]. An analysis of Acumen and 
Bonfire indicates that mitigating informational cascades is 
necessary if social navigation systems are to be useful for privacy 
and security management. 

We discuss two general approaches for mitigating cascades in 
social navigation systems, mitigation via algorithms and 
mitigation via user interaction. Given the weaknesses of using an 
algorithmic approach to mitigating cascades, we propose that 
employing user interaction techniques is a promising approach for 
mitigating cascades. Both approaches have merit but require 
tradeoffs and are dependent on features of the sociotechnical 
system surrounding the privacy or security management activity 
and its supporting social navigation system. 

We offer three contributions in this paper. First, we describe two 
systems that apply social navigation to support common privacy 
and security management activities, as well as our experiences 
with these systems and the challenges of using social navigation 
in these contexts. Second, we analyze these challenges in the 
context of informational cascades research and argue that 
mitigating cascades can improve the utility of social navigation 
systems for privacy and security management. Third, we describe 
two general approaches for mitigating cascades in social 
navigation systems targeted at end-user privacy and security 
management: mitigation through algorithmic strategies and 
mitigation through user interaction techniques. 

2. ADDRESSING END-USER PRIVACY 
AND SECURITY MANAGEMENT WITH 
SOCIAL NAVIGATION 
It is important to establish why social navigation might be useful 
for supporting end-user privacy and security management; this 
understanding provides the foundation for analyzing the efficacy 
of social navigation systems applied to privacy and security 
management. We define “end-users” to mean users that have no 
special or explicit training in managing their privacy or security. 

There are similarities in how users think about privacy 
management and security management.  Previous research argues 
that people perceive privacy management to be a boundary 
management process, and potential privacy boundaries include 
temporal, interpersonal, and boundaries between a private and 
public sphere [39]. Similarly, there is evidence that users perceive 
security as a barrier which should “keep things out,” regardless of 
whether those things are privacy threats or security threats, and 
that controlling and configuring this barrier is a key activity in 
security management [16]. 

In general, when a user manages a boundary for the purposes of 
meeting privacy or security needs, she is making decisions about 
where to place the boundary, what can cross the boundary, and 
when to change the boundary to meet current context and 
constraints. While this is a very general description of boundary 

management, there is one commonality among most boundary 
management activities: decision making—both implicit and 
explicit—is the core activity of boundary management. It is 
unreasonable to attempt to automate all privacy and security 
management decisions due to numerous technical and social 
factors that limit the efficacy and acceptance of such automation 
[17]. Thus it is important to explore solutions that help users make 
good decisions when managing their privacy and security. 

In this paper, then, we focus on the decision-making processes 
that users engage in when performing the boundary management 
activities associated with meeting their privacy or security needs. 
Thus, our references to privacy and security management refer to 
the decisions that users must make to create, adjust, and update 
their privacy and security settings. Furthermore, we focus on the 
challenges that users face when making these decisions and how 
social navigation can address these challenges.  

There are two common issues that end-users face when making 
privacy and security management decisions. First, end users often 
do not understand the technical issues associated with privacy and 
security management and, lacking this understanding, users 
cannot make informed decisions [46]. For instance, when 
managing a personal firewall, users often must understand what a 
process is, what a port is, and what it means to block a process or 
port from accessing the Internet. In addition, abstractions, such as 
access policies, are common in computer security but problematic 
for end users [54], and privacy management is frequently 
confounded by complex settings (e.g. [37]).  

Another barrier for effective end-user privacy and security 
management is motivation. Most users are uninterested in the 
technical details of computer security [22] and lack the incentives 
and time to effectively manage their security [16]. A main reason 
for users’ low motivation is that security is frequently a 
complementary task, performed alongside or in conjunction with a 
primary task [54].  

Low motivation to engage in privacy and security management 
activities leads users to engage in particular behaviors. First, users 
often seek to spend as little time as possible on security and thus 
make security decisions quickly, do not experiment with security 
settings, and do not revisit past security decisions [25]. Second, 
many users try to delegate privacy and security management to 
other people [16]. In many instances, however, users may struggle 
to find delegates because expertise in privacy and security 
management is rare. 

2.1 Matching Social Navigation to End-user 
Security and Privacy Management 
Social navigation has the potential to address the common 
problems in end-user privacy and security, and hence we posit 
that social navigation is a promising approach for helping users 
make decisions when managing their privacy and security.  

Social navigation systems enable a user to see what other people 
have been doing or saying by automatically capturing, 
aggregating, and displaying the behavior and activities of its 
community of users [14]. For example, a social navigation system 
might provide “paths” based on previous user behavior that lead 
to the most highly rated posts in a discussion forum, the most 
frequently downloaded food recipes from an online cookbook, 
recommendations for songs that a user might be interested in 
purchasing from a music store, or—in the case of Dourish and 



 

Chalmers’ original work—navigation of information 
spaces based on social activity rather than spatial 
markers [14]. 

Researchers have built systems that enable users to 
navigate socially in numerous domains; some of these 
domains include editing and reading documents [26], 
reading newsgroup messages [44], exploring an online 
food recipes store [48], browsing the Internet [53], 
finding citations for research papers [36]. Many highly 
popular websites use social navigation systems either 
as a primary or complementary component of their 
site, including the online store Amazon, the technology 
news and discussion website Slashdot, and the 
websites for the news organizations CNN, BBC, and 
The New York Times. 

Recall that one challenge users face when making 
decisions to manage their privacy or security is 
understanding the technical issues associated with a 
decision. Using social navigation systems to support 
privacy and security management means that users 
have an additional source of data in the system’s 
community data, and this data may be easier to 
understand and use than the technical data typically 
associated with privacy and security decisions [25]. 
Also, people often are able to learn quickly by 
observing others [3], and social navigation supports 
this type of learning as well. 

The other principal challenge in privacy and security management 
is low motivation among users and their preference for delegating 
privacy and security management [16]; social navigation can 
address this challenge as well. A simple social navigation system 
that collects and displays a community’s actions and decisions 
imposes minimal burden on users, and thus individuals can 
participate and use a social navigation system with nominal effort. 
Social navigation systems provides a way for users to delegate 
their decisions to others: a user that is unsure of how to manage 
his privacy or security can simply choose to follow the 
community’s majority decision. 

Finally, preliminary research has analyzed how social navigation 
might be applied to end-user privacy and security management. 
An analysis of user help techniques for end-user security 
applications suggests that social navigation is amongst the most 
natural and straightforward forms of help and learning, though it 
does requires interpretation of community data [25]. DiGioia and 
Dourish recently discussed how social navigation might help users 
understand patterns of conventional use and the activities of 
others [12]. Our research builds on this work, taking significant 
steps to understand how social navigation helps users make 
decisions to manage their privacy or security and what challenges 
arise from using social navigation in these domains. 

3. SUPPORTING END-USER PRIVACY 
WITH SOCIAL NAVIGATION 
This section describes our experiences applying social navigation 
to help users manage a common Internet privacy problem. 

3.1 The Problem: Managing Web-browser 
Cookies 
A common privacy concern that Internet users have is the 
collection of personal data by third parties; users want the ability 

to control when, how, and what information they share with third 
parties [32, 38]. Internet cookies are particularly troublesome in 
this respect because websites can use cookies to collect and store 
information about users; sites often use cookies to monitor users’ 
browsing activities. In fact, at least thirty-five percent of websites 
use cookies to collect such information [18].  

Much work has been done to help users manage their cookies. 
Many online privacy policies describe how a website uses cookies 
and what data they collect using them, but online privacy policies 
are often difficult to locate and understand [31]. The Platform for 
Privacy Preferences (P3P) specification enables websites to 
encode a privacy policy in a machine-readable format; software 
agents can then interpret and utilize P3P policies [8]. 
Both of today’s major browsers, Internet Explorer and Firefox, 
provide users with the ability to manage cookies in various ways. 
However, studies of past versions of these browsers show that 
there are problems and inadequacies with both browsers’ cookie 
management tools, such as making them hard to find and modify, 
providing little on-going awareness of cookies, and using 
terminology that users do not understand [19, 37]. Recent studies 
show that while awareness of cookies is growing, many users are 
not knowledgeable enough to manage cookies effectively [30, 41]. 

3.2 Acumen 
We developed the Acumen system [20] (Figure 1) to help users 
manage their web-browser cookies. We used an iterative design 
process to develop Acumen, ultimately completing six full 
iterations. During each iteration, we developed numerous 
interface prototypes, presented the most promising prototypes to a 
mix of HCI practitioners, privacy experts, and everyday users, and 
obtained feedback from them. We obtained feedback from a mix 
of individuals in order to gather data from individuals with 
different levels of expertise and diverse perspectives. Practitioners 
and experts were quite important to the process because they 
provided insights that users did not, especially the potential 

Figure 1. Acumen toolbar for a page on The New York Times website. 
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Figure 2. Cookie label model. 

problems that users might have in using Acumen’s community 
data. We employed the feedback obtained during each iteration to 
refine and select techniques from both social navigation systems 
research and digital privacy management research for subsequent 
iterations. 

Acumen integrates with a browser’s standard cookie management 
functionality; users manage cookies at the website level, allowing 
or blocking cookies from websites. Acumen allows all cookies by 
default. As a user browses the web, Acumen provides information 
about the websites that are using cookies on the pages that he 
visits and community data for these websites. When a users visits 
a webpage, Acumen displays the websites using cookies on the 
page and next to each website, an icon that summarizes the 
community data for the website. 

Acumen’s community data consists of the number of users who 
have “visited” a website (i.e. requested a file from the site), the 
number of such users who allow the site’s cookies, and the 
number of users who block the site’s cookies. Collecting and 
displaying this simple form of community data has proven 
successful for promoting awareness and supporting decision 
making in the past [26, 48, 53]. Acumen encodes its community 
data in a circle icon using colors established by the Privacy Bird 
application [8]; using a colored icon as the primary indicator has 
been shown to be effective in providing information to users when 
they are making a privacy decision [9]. 

Users can leverage Acumen’s community data in multiple ways. 
Like the Privacy Bird, Acumen enables a user to maintain 
awareness of ongoing privacy actions and changes via a 
persistent, peripheral interface near the top of the web browser. 
Acumen’s interface enables a user to maintain awareness of (a) 
the websites using cookies on the web pages that she is visiting 
and (b) whether other community members generally allow or 
block cookies from these sites. When making the decision to 
allow or block a website’s cookies, users can view the site’s 
community data in detail and use this information to inform their 
decision. 

Users can also employ simple rules that leverage community data 
to automatically block cookies. Users can create rules of the form 
‘If X% of users have blocked cookies from a website, then 
automatically block the site’s cookies.’ Users choose a rule’s 
threshold percentage when they create it. To the best of our 
knowledge, using community data to automate actions is novel; 
we implemented this feature in an effort to help users more easily 
delegate cookie management to the community. 

A concern that became prominent when we were designing 
Acumen is herd behavior [4]. In herd behavior, individuals unsure 
of a decision often choose to follow the majority—the herd—
causing the herd to grow, which then leads even more individuals 
to follow the herd. Herding behavior can continue via this cycle 
for a long time, and if users build a consensus for an incorrect 
decision, many users can be misled and thus choose the incorrect 
decision. 
Herd behavior is especially likely in Acumen for two reasons. 
First, most users have little knowledge of cookie management and 
thus are likely to follow the majority decision. Secondly, herd 
behavior is likely because users cannot delay making management 
decisions about cookies, even if there is very little community 
data to help them. When a user visits a webpage using cookies, he 
must choose whether to allow or block those cookies immediately, 
even if there is limited community data. Decisions made with less 

community data are often more prone to herding behavior because 
there is less information contained in the data [4]. 

We discuss herding in much detail later in the paper, but for now 
it suffices to note that herding in social navigation systems has not 
been well addressed. 

In an effort to mitigate bad herding behavior—herding behavior 
that leads to poor, incorrect, or uninformed decisions—Acumen 
provides community data from a select subset of ‘experts.’ 
Acumen leverages experts’ knowledge by anonymously 
identifying and providing community data from them. We posited 
that providing expert community data would help mitigate bad 
herding behavior and also promote good herding behavior, in 
which uninformed users followed experts. 

To identify experts, Acumen computes an ‘expert rating’ for each 
individual, based on a user’s breadth and depth of cookie 
management activity. Acumen labels users with the top 20% of 
ratings as experts and encodes the experts’ community data as a 
smaller circular icon embedded in the large community data icon. 
Embedding the experts’ data this way makes it easy for users to 
see the expert data and contrast it with the overall community 
data. 

3.3 Lessons Learned from Acumen 
We conducted a limited, controlled deployment of Acumen, 
making it available to nine users for six weeks so that we could 
better understand the questions we encountered during its design. 
At the end of the six weeks, Acumen’s database contained data for 
over 2650 websites; users had blocked cookies from 85 websites 
using Acumen. We learned two lessons from our design and 
deployment of Acumen. 

Firstly, Acumen helped users make good decisions for cookies 
with clear decision criteria. To evaluate users’ decisions, we 
employed results from multiple Internet privacy studies [1, 18, 23, 
50] to develop a model for labeling cookies (Figure 2). Two 
dimensions comprise this model: (1) the amount of trust in a 
cookie’s website and (2) the benefit-cost ratio of using a cookie. 
Using this model, we applied one of four labels to each website’s 
cookies: (a) good; (b) bad; (c) future investment; or (d) high risk, 
high reward. 

Acumen’s users generally allowed good cookies—which had a 
high benefit-cost ratio and high trust—and blocked bad cookies—
which had a low benefit-cost ratio and low trust. However, for 
cookies labeled as future investment or high risk, high reward—
which have a more complex or ambiguous relationship between 
benefit-cost ratio and trust—Acumen proved less useful as users 
disagreed about whether to allow or block such cookies. 



 

Another way to state this finding is that Acumen’s community 
data proved useful for making objective decisions—decisions 
where personal preferences or biases were relatively unimportant 
in the decision-making process—and less useful for subjective 
decisions. 

Secondly, in interviews, six of nine users indicated that they 
engaged in herding behavior and blocked a site’s cookies based 
solely or largely on community data. It was difficult to determine 
whether experts’ community data was useful in mitigating herd 
behavior due to the small number of users in our deployment. 
That said, three of nine users indicated that they were skeptical 
that experts were more knowledgeable than other users and chose 
to use community data from all users rather than experts’ data. 

4. SUPPORTING END-USER SECURITY 
WITH SOCIAL NAVIGATION 
This section describes how social navigation can be applied to 
address a classic end-user security management problem: personal 
firewall management. 

4.1 Personal Firewall Management 
A personal firewall is software that enables an individual to 
control the data flow between his computer and the Internet; 
typically, a user controls this data flow by granting or denying 
software applications on his computer access to the Internet. 
Personal firewalls are increasingly important because pervasive, 
persistent, and high-bandwidth connections to the Internet are 
becoming common both in the home and in public (via wireless 
hotspots) [28, 40]. More than half of all broadband users have 
installed a personal firewall [42]. 

Persistent, high-bandwidth connections to the Internet pose 
numerous security and privacy risks to users. These connections 
make it easy for users to download, run, and accidentally share 
malicious software—such as software that attempts to obtain 
passwords or financial records for use in identity theft.  

Data flow between a user’s computer and the Internet also has 
privacy implications. For instance, there are applications that 
report information about an individual’s activities back to web 
servers on the Internet, such as his web browsing activities1 and 
whether he read an email message2. Finally, general annoyances 
also arise from data flow issues; popup windows from spyware 
often occur because the spyware is connecting to another 
computer on the Internet. 

End users can significantly alleviate these problems by using a 
personal firewall effectively; effective use of firewalls means 
making good decisions about which programs are allowed to 
connect to and send and receive data from the Internet.  

Unfortunately, using a personal firewall effectively is difficult 
because personal firewalls suffer from two significant end-user 
security management problems discussed earlier: (1) firewall 
management is a complementary activity to other primary 
activities, such as sending and receiving email, browsing the 
Internet, and updating software; and (2) firewall management 
often requires users to understand technical information—such as 
IP addresses, ports, and processes—in order to complete primary 
tasks [24]. 

                                                                    
1 http://www.zango.com 
2 http://www.didtheyreadit.com 

4.2 Bonfire 
Bonfire (Figures 3 and 4) is a personal firewall infused with a 
social navigation system. With Bonfire, in addition to exploring 
the application of social navigation to a new problem domain, we 
also wished to focus on mitigating herding behavior based on 
lessons learned from Acumen. 

We again used iterative prototyping to design Bonfire. We 
repeatedly developed prototypes of Bonfire’s interfaces, presented 
them to HCI practitioners, security experts, and everyday users to 
get feedback, and applied their feedback to refine and select 
techniques from the social navigation and security management 
bodies of research. We performed a total of seven iterations to 
create Bonfire. 

Bonfire provides functionality comparable to other popular 
personal firewalls, notifying a user via a popup alert window 
(Figure 3) when a firewall management decision must be made. 
Bonfire notifies a user when a program on his computer attempts 
to access the Internet or tries to receive connections from Internet. 
Bonfire also provides a summary window (Figure 4) where users 
can view current rules, create new rules, and delete unwanted 
rules. Rules dictate the programs that can access the Internet and 
those that cannot. 

Bonfire’s community data is organized around programs (e.g. 
itunes.exe, mysearchbar.exe); for a program, Bonfire records the 
number of users who have allowed a program Internet access and 
the number of users who have blocked the program’s access. 
Bonfire uses this community data in multiple ways throughout its 
interfaces. Bonfire also enables users to employ tagging [15, 47] 
as a supplementary community data source in Bonfire. Tagging is 
the practice of applying multiple, short words or phrases to 
describe an item; each word or phrase is an independent tag that 
describes the item. 

Bonfire presents community data in a section of its alert window. 
At the top of this section is the most popular action that the 
community has taken when faced with this decision. This 
information is presented as text and via a colored circle that 
corresponds to the background color of the decision buttons at the 
bottom of the window. The purpose of this correspondence is to 
reinforce the connection between Bonfire’s community data and 

Figure 3. Bonfire alert window. 



 

the user’s decision. Using a colored icon as the 
primary indicator, as Bonfire does for its 
community data, has been shown to be effective 
in providing information to users when they are 
making a security decision [9]. 

Next, more details of Bonfire’s community data 
are provided in the form of ‘popular actions.’ This 
is a list of frequent decisions that the community 
has made, and this information includes, in 
parentheses, the number of users that have made 
each decision. For some firewall decisions, there 
are more than two choices, hence our use of 
‘popular actions,’ which can accommodate 
multiple options. 

Finally, Bonfire shows the most popular tags that 
users have applied to the program. Tagging is a 
response to the herding behavior that occurred in 
Acumen and is likely to occur in Bonfire for the 
same reasons. Many users lack sufficient 
technical knowledge to use firewalls [24] and 
hence were likely follow the majority decision. In 
addition, there were likely to be instances in 
which users were faced with a firewall management decision and 
for which there was little community data, and herding towards 
incorrect decisions is more likely with relatively little data [4]. 

Because we found that promoting good herding behavior in 
Acumen was quite challenging, we focused on mitigating all 
herding in Bonfire. Feedback on early iterations of Bonfire 
suggested that herding might be mitigated by providing additional 
information to supplement Bonfire’s existing community data, 
such as why others blocked a program’s Internet access or the 
context in which decisions were made. 

For these reasons, we chose to use tagging as an additional source 
of community data. Tagging occupies a “sweet spot” among 
community data types for a social navigation system. Tagging 
imposes a low burden on users, yet tags are relatively easy to 
understand and use. Tags are often used to facilitate searching and 
navigating, but we expect them to play a different role in Bonfire. 
We anticipate that Bonfire’s users will apply tags to a program to 
describe it or indicate why they blocked it. Bonfire’s community 
data types are intended to complement each other. Bonfire’s 
decision data summarizes the community’s actions, and the 
tagging data provides information about why those actions were 
taken. 

In Bonfire’s alert window, tags that users have applied to a 
program are below the popular actions. As with popular actions, 
the number in parentheses next to a tag is the number of people 
who have applied the tag. Lastly, the alert window provides a 
section for a user to input her own tags for the program and make 
a decision for this firewall management question. 

Bonfire’s summary window (Figure 4) provides an overview of 
the application rules that a user has created and color-codes the 
rules to indicate whether the user’s decisions agrees (green) or 
disagrees (red) with Bonfire’s community data. This interface 
makes it easy for users to quickly identify which of their decisions 
differ from the community norm and revisit those decisions as 
needed. 

4.3 Lessons Learned from Bonfire 
We have learned much from our experiences with Bonfire. Unlike 
web-browser cookie management, personal firewall management 
is comprised mostly of objective decisions. That is, when users 
manage their firewalls, they are likely to manage them in similar 
ways; most users employ their firewall to block spyware, adware, 
and other malware, and users generally agree on what constitutes 
malware.  

While there are individual differences in firewall management 
(e.g. some users will open particular ports to play online 
multiplayer games), the majority of decisions that users encounter 
are objective. This is in contrast to the privacy domain targeted by 
Acumen, in which there are a variety of decision types—
subjective decisions, rooted in users’ own orientation toward 
privacy and their daily routines of site visitation, and objective 
decisions guided by the identification of certain sites as misusing 
cookies or posing a true risk to users’ privacy. We discuss 
objective and subjective decisions and their relationship to social 
navigation in section 5.1 

In Bonfire, we identified a promising approach to mitigating 
herding behavior by combining activity-based community data—
data about what other people are doing—and tagging. This 
approach provides insight into why herding behavior may occur: 
users may have difficulty interpreting and using solely activity-
based community data to make privacy and security management 
decisions. Tagging provides a more explicit form of community 
data that complements the decision-based community data by 
providing information about why users made decisions. 

5. REFLECTIONS: UNDERSTANDING 
HERDING IN PRIVACY & SECURITY 
MANAGEMENT 
Our experiences with Acumen and Bonfire suggest that the user 
experience of social navigation in end-user security and privacy 
management is qualitatively different than that of other domains. 
These differences lead to herding behaviors that are not typically 

Figure 4. Bonfire’s summary interface for viewing firewall rules. 



 

seen in other social navigation systems, and yet are especially 
damaging in the security and privacy contexts. 

In this section we explore the unique challenges that are inherent 
in the security and privacy domains themselves; these challenges 
are rooted in the distinction we make between subjective and 
objective domains. We also step back to make a connection 
between the herding behavior seen in these domains and the 
theory of information cascades, which can serve as a lens through 
which to better understand social navigation and shed light on 
opportunities to mitigate herding. 

Concisely, our argument in this section is that when a user 
encounters an objective decision—as is the predominant decision-
type in privacy and security management—he attempts to infer 
information from a social navigation system’s community data 
and uses the inferred information to make a decision. If not 
accounted for in a social navigation system’s design, use of a 
system’s community data as an inferential information source can 
lead to herding behavior and render the community data 
uninformative or even incorrect. Uninformative or incorrect 
community data then leads to numerous and potentially a great 
number of incorrect decisions. 

5.1 Subjective vs. Objective Decisions 
Traditionally, social navigation systems have been applied to 
domains such as music, movies, recipes, and books. In these 
domains, the system’s goal is to help a user make decisions that 
lead to items that appeal to her; in other words, the perspective 
that matters in these domains is that of individual users. These 
domains are described as taste-based or subjective domains 
because the evaluation criterion is subjective. 

In contrast, objective domains are domains where users share 
evaluation criteria and thus agree on a desirable answer or goal 
state. Oftentimes, however, the desirable answer or state is not 
known in advance. We are not aware of any social navigation 
systems that have been applied to largely objective domains, with 
the exception of the Acumen and Bonfire systems described here. 

For instance, many firewall questions fall into an objective 
domain. Users agree that they do not want malware to connect to 
the Internet because the malware can do damage to their 
computers. All users, then, will choose to block a software 
program from accessing the Internet if it is known to be malware. 
In summary, users agree on an evaluation criterion—is the 
software malware?—and the desirable decision, blocking malware 
from accessing the Internet. The challenge for a social navigation 
system applied to firewall management, then, is helping users 
decide whether to block a new program that may be malware. 

Very few domains are completely subjective or objective, but 
most domains have more objective decisions or more subjective 
decisions. For example, one might posit that domains with a 
strongly objective flavor might include finances (in which 
maximizing wealth is an objectively “better” decision), 
healthcare, and the privacy and security domains described in this 
paper. 

An important difference between subjective and objective 
domains concerns how well users are able to make sense of the 
community data that a social navigation system provides.  

In subjective domains, an individual can often readily understand 
the basis of community data and thus make inferences from the 
data. Community data in a subjective domain arises from user 

preferences. An individual viewing community data can be 
confident that (a) users know their personal preferences and (b) 
users are making decisions that reflect those preferences, such as 
buying a book or choosing a recipe because they appeal to their 
interests. An individual viewing community data, then, can infer 
that users are making decisions with ample knowledge and acting 
according to that knowledge. These inferences are intuitive and 
allow an individual to use community data as an authentic 
information source when making decisions in subjective domains. 

However, this logic frequently does not hold in privacy and 
security management. Managing one’s privacy and security can 
be complex, and users often have limited expertise in these 
domains. Unlike subjective domains, where it can be assumed that 
users know their personal preferences and act on them, it is 
problematic to assume that others have expertise in objective 
domains and that they are acting on their expertise because this 
assumption may be incorrect.  
When using community data to make privacy and security 
management decisions, then, this lack of knowledge about others’ 
expertise makes it difficult for an individual to accurately infer 
information from community data and use the data as an authentic 
information source. This is a key difficultly in using social 
navigation to support decision-making in privacy and security 
management. 

5.2 Informational Cascades 
Our experiences with Acumen and Bonfire indicate that many 
users welcome community data from a social navigation system to 
help them make privacy and security management decisions 
because they are often unsure of their own decisions. When users 
are unsure of their decision, they are very apt to go along with the 
community consensus, which is made visible through a social 
navigation system’s community data.  

Of particular note is that users often go along with the community 
consensus even when they have information that suggests a 
decision different than the consensus. If enough users engage in 
decision-making this way, the result is herding within a social 
navigation system, and this herding is sustained and even 
amplified by the system’s presentation of community data. 
Economists call this type of herding an informational cascade [4, 
6, 52].3  

In informational cascades, users who are unsure of their own 
expertise look to community data for guidance. Naturally, 
uncertain users often choose to follow the community consensus, 
and their decision is added to the system’s community data. 
However, subsequent users viewing the community data assume 
the data derives from users with expertise rather than users who 
are uncertain. If enough users misinterpret community data this 
way, an informational cascade forms. Informational cascades lead 
to a false majority within a social navigation system, and the 
system’s community data does not accurately reflect the 

                                                                    
3 Herding can arise from either normative influence, a tendency to use 

others’ behavior as a means to conform to the social norm, or from 
informational influence, a tendency to use others’ behavior as a source of 
information [10]. In our studies of Acumen and Bonfire, we found the 
most likely explanation of herding in these systems is informational 
influence. Hence, the herding in Acumen and Bonfire are informational 
cascades. 

 



 

community’s knowledge. Cascades, of course, can persist for 
some time and can lead users to many suboptimal decisions. 

Understanding herding through the lens of information cascades 
not only sheds light on the underlying causes of herding, but—as 
we explore in the next section—provides a grounding for 
opportunities to mitigating herding through algorithmic and user 
interaction approaches.  

In order to address informational cascades in social navigation 
systems applied to privacy and security management, it is useful 
to briefly survey previous research in cascades and social 
navigation systems. Informational cascades are a general 
socioeconomic phenomenon and are paradoxically named: they 
arise not from a plethora of information but from a lack of 
information. Informational cascades occur when individuals, 
acting in sequence and having observed the decisions of those 
before them, ignore their own information and make the same 
decision as the majority of others have previously made. 
Following the majority decision is rational from individual 
decision makers’ perspectives, but the group cascade behavior is 
irrational. 
Economists have studied the theory of informational cascades [4, 
6, 52] and the frequent, real-world occurrences of informational 
cascades in numerous domains, including financial markets [11, 
51], nutritional recommendations [49], fashions [6], information 
technology adoption [51], and website popularity [29]. Cascades 
occur at a surprisingly high rate. Theoretically, cascades occur at a 
rate of at least 12% if individuals’ private information is 66% 
accurate [6]. In experiments, cascades occurred about 80% of the 
time that they are theoretically possible [2]. Moreover, individuals 
are often unable to recognize cascade behavior in others and thus 
unable to avoid participating in cascades [21]4. 
Cascades do not necessarily lead to bad decisions. However, 
because it is not possible to predict in advance whether a cascade 
will lead to good or bad decisions, it is often better to mitigate 
cascades because a cascade that leads to bad decisions can have 
significant negative consequences due to the speed and size with 
which cascades can propagate bad decisions. 

There are three necessary conditions for cascades to potentially 
occur: 

1. sequential decision-making among a series of users; 
2. individuals can see what decisions others have made; 
3. discrete set of choices. 

The first two criteria afford the opportunity for earlier decisions to 
influence later decisions, and the last criterion makes it difficult 
for an individual to make a decision that reflects both his private 
information and the information he infers from others’ decisions. 

Social navigation systems meet these three criteria for 
informational cascades. Social navigation systems afford 
sequential decision-making by aggregating community data and 
thus ensuring it is available to subsequent users. By definition, 
social navigation systems enable users to see what decisions 
                                                                    
4 The number of individuals that must engage in cascade behavior—

following the community consensus rather than private information—in 
order for a sequence of decisions to be labeled as a cascade can vary. In 
general, at least 25% of individuals must consecutively engage in 
cascade behavior in order for a decision sequence to be labeled a 
cascade. 

 

others have previously made. Finally, social navigation systems 
nearly always offer a discrete set of choices, such as a set of 
hyperlinks to choose from or, in the case of privacy and security 
management, a set of choices for a particular decision. 

Given that social navigation systems meet the informational 
cascades criteria, it is unsurprising that there is evidence of 
cascades in social navigation systems other than Acumen and 
Bonfire. In an online food and recipe store that supported social 
navigation, researchers reported that it was necessary “to watch 
out for the snowball effect where the social trails lead more and 
more users down a path they do not perceive valuable in the 
long run.” [48] Online discussions forums that employ 
moderation to change message visibility for readers show 
evidence that informational cascades occur both to increase and to 
decrease message visibility [33]. Recommender systems 
researchers have also found evidence of cascade behavior: if users 
are asked to (re)rank a movie and are also shown the community’s 
rating, their rank tends toward the community rating [7]. 

6. MITIGATING CASCADES IN SOCIAL 
NAVIGATION SYSTEMS 
Informational cascades are an especially prominent problem for 
social navigation systems applied to end-user privacy and security 
management. There is ample evidence that users have little 
expertise in managing their privacy and security and struggle to 
acquire expertise. Users, then, are quite uncertain about their 
ability to make effective management decisions, and 
informational cascades research shows that higher uncertainty 
leads to a higher incidence of cascades. 

Cascades cannot be mitigated simply by using more complex 
social navigation systems. Acumen and Bonfire use a very simple 
aggregation algorithm, counting the number of users that have 
made a particular decision and presenting this data to users. More 
complex social navigation systems use collaborative filtering to 
present users with personalized recommendations [44]. However, 
all types of social navigation systems present community data to 
users about how others behaved or what others decided. By 
presenting community data, irrespective of what algorithm was 
used to aggregate it, a social navigation system becomes 
susceptible to cascades. Recall that the previous section described 
how cascade behavior has been observed in both simple social 
navigation systems and in more complex, collaborative filtering 
systems. 
However, by understanding the features of social navigation 
systems that lead to information cascades, we can begin to open 
up new opportunities for mitigating the cascade behavior that is so 
problematic in the security and privacy management domains. By 
mitigating these cascades, we can help ensure that the community 
data from the system is an accurate reflection of the community’s 
knowledge and represents a “best guess” for a given privacy or 
security management decision.  

In this section, we discuss two methods for potentially mitigating 
cascades: via algorithmic strategies and via user interaction 
techniques. Given the challenges associated with using 
algorithmic strategies to mitigate herding, we argue for a novel 
approach to mitigation that employs user interaction. We also 
anticipate that these approaches may prove complementary. 



 

6.1 Mitigation via Algorithms 
Recent research demonstrates that 
algorithmic approaches can yield a 
manipulation-resistant recommender system 
by limiting the influence of users whose 
ratings have proven to be inaccurate and 
thus potentially malicious; hence, users 
whose ratings have proven to be inaccurate 
in the past are limited in their ability to 
influence future ratings [45]. Similarly, 
there is algorithmic research on networks that has studied where 
to place detectors to identify cascades in the network [34] and 
how best to start cascades [13]. 

While these approaches provide a foundation for approaching 
cascade mitigation via algorithms, it is unclear how applicable 
they are to mitigating cascades in social navigation systems. Many 
informational cascades are started inadvertently and not through 
manipulation, and there is no evidence that particular individuals 
start cascades more often than others. Moreover, it is unclear 
whether a network perspective is appropriate for social navigation 
systems.  

Putting these concerns aside, the question is whether an algorithm 
might be able to identify cascade behavior and discount it, leading 
to a more accurate depiction of the community’s “best guess.” 
The answer to this question is unclear. Algorithmic approaches 
require substantial amounts of data in order to be effective, which 
means that a system must be actively collecting data for a long 
time before it becomes effective. Many privacy and security 
decisions, however, cannot or should not be deferred, as new 
threats often arise quickly and do significant damage in their early 
stages. For such threats, community data is needed immediately 
rather than later. 

Thus, there are difficult tradeoffs between (a) requiring users to 
make unaided decisions and collecting but hiding this data for a 
period of time in order to ensure the community data is accurate 
and (b) showing users limited, potentially inaccurate community 
data from the start, which will sometimes improve their decisions 
but also occasionally lead to cascades that have significant 
negative consequences. 

Another distinct weakness of using history-based data to compute 
on community data is that users must maintain stable identities in 
order to determine which, if any, users are most likely to start or 
propagate cascades. This weakness requires consideration of 
another tradeoff: users must forfeit some measure of privacy in 
order to improve the accuracy of community data so that it is 
useful for decision making. 
Using a reputation system [43] could incentivize users to forego 
some measure of privacy in order to build and maintain a 
reputation for making good decisions. The challenge for such a 
system is developing appropriate incentives to reward good 
decisions and a good reputation. 

6.2 Mitigation via User Interaction  
A promising—and so far unexplored—avenue of research is to 
mitigate cascades via user interfaces techniques. The general goal 
of these techniques should be to balance two competing goals: (a) 
enabling users to leverage community data and (b) capturing user 
knowledge and expertise in order to provide more accurate 
community data and thus mitigate informational cascades.  

Today’s social navigation systems afford easy use of community 
data but sacrifice accuracy. In contrast, imagine a user interface 
that affords somewhat limited use of community data in order to 
ensure that a system can capture some measure of users’ 
knowledge during decision making and hence maintain the 
accuracy of the system’s community data. 

For example, instead of displaying a system’s community data, a 
user interface could provide an additional choice labeled “go with 
the community decision” alongside other choices. If a user chose 
to go with the community decision, her decision would be the 
community’s consensus; more importantly, her decision would 
not be added to the system’s community data because the decision 
does not contribute new information to the system.  
One issue with this approach is what action to take if, after a user 
has decided to go with the community consensus, the consensus 
changes to a different decision. The system could change the 
user’s decision automatically, alert her and ask her to choose 
again, or do nothing. It is not clear which of these actions is best. 
There are risks associated with each action, and domain or 
contextual characteristics may also influence the best action to 
take. 

Another option is a two-stage decision process. During the first 
stage, the interface would present a user with her potential choices 
but not show any community data. Making a choice would lead 
her to the second stage, where the interface would show the 
community data and allow her to change her decision if she wants. 
In this design, the user’s initial decision would be included in the 
community data because it is uninfluenced by community data. 

One drawback to this approach is that it could be gamed by users: 
a user could provide a random answer in the first stage and then 
make an authentic decision in the second stage. The most 
straightforward method to address this issue is to provide 
incentives for users to make authentic decisions in the first stage. 
For instance, users could be rewarded for correct or good answers 
in the first stage. Alternatively, research indicates that users will 
often make an effort to contribute to an online community if they 
think they have unique information to contribute [35]; a system 
that appeals to this motivation may encourage users to answer 
authentically in the first stage. 

Of course, these approaches are quite rudimentary and rigid, and it 
is unclear whether users would accept and acclimate to more 
restricted and less straightforward uses of community data. 
However, they demonstrate the potential of an informational 
cascades perspective to inform the design of novel interfaces for 
social navigation applied to privacy and security management. 

It is also worthwhile to consider how different types of 
community data impact the frequency of cascades. Table 1 
characterizes four popular types of community data—activity or 
behavioral data, ratings, free text, and tagging—along four 
dimensions: (a) whether the collection of data require explicit 

 Collection User Burden Aggregation Expressiveness 

Activity Data Implicit Low Easy Low 

Ratings Explicit Moderate Easy Moderate 

Free Text Explicit High Hard High 

Tagging Explicit Moderate  Moderate Moderate-High 

 Table 1. Characteristics of community data. 



 

actions by users; (b) the degree of user burden in collecting the 
data; (c) the difficulty in aggregating the information; and (d) the 
expressiveness of the data.  

We use the notion of expressiveness to characterize how much 
information the data type conveys to users; more expressive data 
conveys more information and thus is easier to understand and 
use. We can also draw a correlation between the expressiveness of 
a data type and the likelihood of informational cascades 
occurring: the more expressive data is, the less likely 
informational cascades are to occur because it is easier to 
understand why a user made a particular decision. This is an 
important correlation. 

Characterizing community data types by their level of 
expressiveness helps explain our findings from Acumen and 
Bonfire. The cascades that occurred in Acumen are partially a 
result of its use of activity data. Bonfire’s use of both activity data 
and tagging was well received because those data types 
complement each other. Activity data is simple and always 
present, and tagging can complement the activity data by 
providing a more expressive form of data, albeit at the cost of an 
increased burden on users. 

What can be learned from this characterization of community data 
is that there are tradeoffs in choosing to use different types of 
community data. Activity data and free text lie on opposite ends 
of a spectrum in which the tradeoff is between ease of collection 
& aggregation and expressiveness & cascade mitigation. Activity 
data is very easy to collect and aggregate but has very low 
expressiveness and hence is likely to cause more cascades. In 
contrast, free text is difficult to collect because it places a high 
burden on users and is hard to aggregate, but it is very expressive 
and is less likely to lead to cascades. Ratings and tagging occupy 
the middle of this spectrum, and the difficultly in collecting and 
aggregating these data types is commensurate with their 
expressiveness and likelihood of preventing cascades. 

Another tradeoff to consider when choosing the types of 
community data to use in a social navigation system for privacy or 
security management is users’ motivation. The higher the user 
burden that a system places on users, the more motivation is 
needed for users to contribute data. Thus, it is important to choose 
a community data type that matches users’ motivation. There are 
many potential methods to motivate users, including direct 
payment, reputation building, game playing, and public service. 

7. FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION 
The concept of mitigating cascades in social navigation systems 
for privacy and security management is powerful, and further 
development of the cascades concept can help clarify its scope 
and utility. One development path is quantifying the effect of 
cascades on the accuracy of Acumen and Bonfire’s community 
data. We anticipate using informational cascades experiments [2] 
as a basis for performing experiments on Acumen and Bonfire to 
evaluate how often and under what conditions cascades form in 
each system. We are especially interested in quantifying the 
relationship between different types of community data and the 
propensity of cascades to form. 

Another focus of future work is exploring how the surrounding 
sociotechnical system impacts the use and utility of a social 
navigation system for privacy and security management. We 
would like to investigate how the features of a user community 
affect a social navigation system. Often in digital privacy and 

security management, the level of expertise is uniformly low for a 
social navigation system’s user community; we have documented 
how this level of expertise affects the system’s use and, when 
cascades occur, misuse. However, how does a system’s use and 
utility change if its user community is composed of both experts 
and novices, making the community’s distribution of expertise 
bimodal? And what if the distribution is skewed slightly or 
markedly toward either experts or novices? 

Another feature of the surrounding sociotechnical system that will 
impact a system’s use is the outcome characteristics of a domain, 
such as the number of acceptable true and false positives, true and 
false negatives, and the perceived and real consequences of each 
outcome. We expect to see different usage patterns of social 
navigation systems based on outcome characteristics of different 
privacy and security management activities. In fact, psychological 
research indicates that both task difficulty and task importance 
play a role when using and interpreting others’ behavior to make 
decisions [5]. 

For example, imagine that a recent computer virus renders a 
computer useless shortly after infecting it. If users are aware of 
this virus and its behavior, users are likely to perceive the cost of a 
virus to be quite high. Given this belief structure, users may 
employ community data differently when making a firewall 
management decision as compared to when they perceive the cost 
of a virus to be low.  

We anticipate that this research trajectory will provide insight into 
the tasks and circumstances—including user beliefs and 
perceptions—in which social navigation systems are useful for 
privacy and security management. 

In closing, we began this paper by discussing lessons learned from 
Acumen and Bonfire, two systems that employ social navigation 
to support privacy and security management. A primary focus in 
both systems is to ensure the system’s data represents the 
community’s “best guess” and not skewed by herding. Based on 
(i) our experiences with Acumen and Bonfire and (ii) our 
application of informational cascades research to social navigation 
systems for privacy and security management, we have argued 
that addressing informational cascades is an important challenge 
for social navigation systems applied to end-user privacy and 
security management. 

Cascades are especially likely to occur in social navigation 
systems for privacy and security management because (a) there 
are many objective decisions in privacy and security management 
and (b) users often have limited expertise in managing their 
privacy and security. We discussed how algorithmic approaches 
might be used to mitigate informational cascades to social 
navigation systems applied to privacy and security management. 
Given the weaknesses of algorithmic approaches to mitigation, 
however, we introduced the notion of employing user interaction 
to mitigate cascades and argued that it is a promising approach. 
Both approaches present tradeoffs for designers, and these 
tradeoffs are grounded in features of a system’s user community 
and larger sociotechnical system. 
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